The Rise of President Barack Hussein Obama

General facts
- Barack Hussein Obama
- 4th August 1961 in Honolulu, Hawaii
- 44th president of the USA
- first African American president
- period of office: 20th January 2009 - ?
- preceded by George W. Bush
- before, he was an United States Senator from Illinois

Sources

Image sources
- https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/8/8d/President_Barack_Obama.jpg
- https://www.whitehouse.gov/sites/whitehouse.gov/files/images/first-family/44_barack_obama%205D.jpg
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General facts
- Barack Hussein Obama
- 4th August 1961 in Honolulu, Hawaii
- 44th president of the USA
- first African American president
- period of office: 20th January 2009 - ?
- preceded by George W. Bush
- before, he was an United States Senator from Illinois

Biggest Failures
- Unemployment hasn't come down fast enough
- hasn't meaningfully reduced global warming
- added over 7 trillion to the national debt
- failed to anticipate the rise of ISIS
- did not do enough to help homeowners and the housing market
- NSA spying on American people
- failed to end Iraq War
- created the “Red Line” in Syria

Obama’s election
“Not only was Obama the first African American president, he was also the first to be born outside the continental United States.”

- was the first black elected president
- realigned 100% African American to vote
- received the Nobel Peace Prize
- handled the crisis
- turning point of the relation between black and white people
- sign for a restoration of the American tradition
- negative perception of the black people was almost compelling

Sources

Goals and aims the administration had started out with
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Video
http://www.history.com/topics/us-presidents/barack-obama/obama-makes-history?m=528e394d693e86-s+&undefinedclick=false
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- Barack Hussein Obama
- *4th August 1961 in Honolulu, Hawaii
- 44th president of the USA
- first African American president
- period of office: 20th January 2009 - ?
- preceded by George W. Bush
- before, he was an United States Senator from Illinois
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Obama's election

"Not only was Obama the first afroamerican president, he was also the first to be born outside the continental United States."

- 44 but first dark skinned president
- mobilised 150.00 afroamerican to vote
- received the Nobel Peace Prize
- traveled to crisis areas
- turning point of the relation between black and white people
- sign for a reduction of the extrem tension
- negative perception of the black people was almost completely disappeared
http://www.history.com/topics/us-presidents/barack-obama/videos/obama-makes-history?
m=528e394da93ae&s=undefined&f=1&free=false#
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Goals and aims the administration had started out with

The Promise: "As president, Barack Obama will close the detention facility at Guantanamo."

The Promise: Will "reduce oil consumption overall by at least 35 percent, or 10 million barrels of oil, by 2030."

The Promise: "My belief is that we have to enforce the laws we've already got, make sure that we're keeping guns out of the hands of criminals, those who are mentally ill. We've done a much better job in terms of background checks, but we've got more to do when it comes to enforcement. But weapons that were designed for soldiers in war theaters don't belong on our streets. Part of it is seeing if we can get an assault weapons ban reintroduced."
The Promise:
"My belief is that we have to enforce the laws we've already got, make sure that we're keeping guns out of the hands of criminals, those who are mentally ill. We've done a much better job in terms of background checks, but we've got more to do when it comes to enforcement. But weapons that were designed for soldiers in war theaters don't belong on our streets. Part of it is seeing if we can get an assault weapons ban reintroduced."

The Promise:
"President Obama responsibly ended the war in Iraq and will end the war in Afghanistan in 2014."

The Promise:
"Will also direct revenues from offshore oil and gas drilling to increased coastal hurricane protection."
Update August 20th, 2015: A campaign promise long since abandoned
Biggest Accomplishments

- ended Iraq war
- saved the country from a depression ->
- saved the Auto Industrie
- eliminated Osama Bin Laden
- passed Health Care Reform
- secured loose nuclear material in various countries
- ordered transparency for all federal operations to identify and cut wasteful spending and practices
- instituted enforcement for equal pay for women
  expanded the SCHIP program to cover Health Care for 4 Mio. children
Biggest Failures

- unemployment hasn't come down fast enough
- hasn't meaningfully addressed global warming
- added over 7 trillion US $ to the national dept
- failed to anticipate the rise of ISIS
- did not do enough to help homeowners and the housing market
- NSA spying on American people
- failed to aid Iran's Green Revolution
- erased the "Red Line", in Syria